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City Wall is pleased to present the Wormhole EP by new to 
label artist, Dorian Gray. Wormhole EP is a hypnotic 
introspective journey that pushes the boundaries of sensory 
capability and is packed full of space-time pseudo-scientific 
thrills. Dorian Gray is in love with the deep and dark side of 
techno music. He is forever exploring new heights of musical 
pleasure in Berlin and also his home turf of Italy, but will his 
obsession cost him as much as it did his namesake? Dorian 
Gray was born to DJ and recently won the prestigious Mini 
Glam DJ Contest in Switzerland, where he also has been 
booked to play at the Living Room Club, the venue famous for 
hosting the legendary Jeff Mills. Dorian Gray has also been 
approached by Darknet to do a remix for Abori, so watch out 
for that one and he has a “space ambient techno” EP in the 
pipeline. Super remixes by Akkya, Nelman and Smophor make 
this a truly irrepressible package of intrepid techno sounds. 
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Beyond The Wormhole (Akkya’s IMC Rebuild) 
An abundantly rich techno chugger that is arguably too good to put into words. Akkya employs stacked drone loops and 
various syncopated layers of percussive SFX to generate the mammoth overall impact. 
 

Beyond The Wormhole (Original Mix) 
Superb and unique. Dorian Gray beautifully captures the spirit and essence of true techno music in this fine, fine 
number. Strongly built around the perfect melodic hook this one is guaranteed to have crowds going crazy. 
 
 

   

Toward The Wormhole (Akkya’s Arecibo Decryption) 
Be prepared for an epic journey, this is deep progressive techno spattered with sparse metallic melodic elements 

siphoned from the original. But the real sucker punch is the critically timed vocal snippet.  

Toward The Wormhole (Original Mix) 
Where Beyond is warm and smooth, Toward is cold and sinister. Classic drum machine kicks and crisp percussion 
drive this Toward The Wormhole, and before you ask, of course, the untimely finish is intentional. 
 
 

Toward The Wormhole (Smophor Remix) 
This remix is all about the funky percussives. Smophor utilises the original samples to provide an auditorily interesting 
backdrop and then smatters it with his booty shaking goodness. 
 

Toward The Wormhole (Nelman Remix) 
If massive distorted kick drums are your bag then this one will really float your boat. Nelman mashes up the melodic 
elements and makes neat use of them in the breakdown. Raw, minimalist techno not for the feint hearted. 
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